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INTRODUCTION
 .Let A be a commutative ring with 1. The Picard group, Pic A , of
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 .the structure of Pic A , especially its torsion subgroup. Before discussing
these in detail, we give some motivation.
Let k be a field, Lrk a finite separable extension, and K , K subex-1 2
w xtensions of Lrk. In a paper of the first and fourth named authors GW ,
U U w xthe group L*rK K is studied. In Wi , it was shown that for any positive1 2
integer n prime to the characteristic of k, the n-torsion of this group is
 .finite. This was deduced from the finiteness of the n-torsion of Pic A for
 w xan appropriate one-dimensional k-algebra A. In CGW , it was shown
using other techniques that the p-torsion is trivial when k has positive
.  .characteristic p. The question of finiteness of the n-torsion of Pic A was
also raised by S. Montgomery in the context of outer automorphisms of
algebras: let k be a field, A a finitely generated k-algebra, and d a
positive integer prime to the characteristic of k. If R is an Azumaya
 .algebra of degree d over A, then finiteness of the d-torsion in Pic A
 .implies finiteness of the group Out R of outer automorphisms of R asA
 .an A-algebra. In this paper, we show Theorem 2.4 that if X is a scheme
of finite type over a field k, and n is a positive integer prime to the
 .characteristic of k, then the n-torsion subgroup of Pic X is finite. This
was known in the case where k is separably closed, using finiteness of the
1 .etale cohomology group H X, m . When k is not separably closed,Â n
1 .H X, m need not be finite, and further analysis is required. We proven
 . sep sepTheorem 1.13 that if k is a separable closure of k and X denotes
scalar extension of X to k sep, then the kernel of the natural map
 .  sep. 1 .Pic X ª Pic X is finite. This depends on the finiteness of H G , B* ,k
where B s A m k sep for A an affine reduced k-algebra and G is thek k
absolute Galois group of k. We give a simple example to show that
1  ..  .H G , GL B need not be finite 1.11 .k 2
One might hope that one could substitute algebraic closure for separa-
ble closure in this result, but we show by example that this is not possible
 .Example 4.7 . We produce a twisted affine line X over a separably closed
 .field k of positive characteristic such that Pic X is an infinite group killed
by a power of the characteristic. On the other hand, for an appropriate
 .finite inseparable extension Krk, we have Pic X s 0. We also give anK
 . example 7.3 of a smooth surface S in characteristic 0 either projective or
.affine to show that in general these results cannot be extended to K or0
to Chow groups. In particular, there exists a quadratic separable extension
so the kernel as above is an infinite elementary abelian 2-group. This also
1 .gives an example with H G, GL infinite for all n G 2.n
In another direction, it is well known that for a field k finitely generated
over the prime subfield and a normal variety X over k, the whole torsion
 . in Pic X is finite this can be proved by specialization to the case of a
finite field or as a consequence of the Mordell]Weil]Neron]Severi theo-Â
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w  .xrem L, Chap. 2, 7.6 . One might hope that this result might extend to any
 .variety over such a field, but we show that this is not true Example 6.2 .
However, we do show that if X is reduced, S , and seminormal, then2
 .Pic X is the direct sum of a free abelian group and a finite abelian group.
We prove other structure theorems in positive characteristic.
We also prove, assuming resolution of singularities, an ``eventual vanish-
 .ing theorem'' for Pic X for X a scheme of finite type over a field k
 .Theorem 5.2 . This says that there exists a finite extension Krk such that
 .  .the natural map Pic X ª Pic X is injective for any field extensionK M
MrK.
Here is the plan of the paper. In Section 1, we recall the basic exact
 .  .sequence for controlling the kernel of the map Pic X ª Pic Y when Y
is Galois over X in an appropriate sense. Then we prove the finiteness of
the kernel when X is of finite type over a field k and Y is the base
extension of X to a separable closure of k. In Section 2 we prove the
 .result mentioned above on the finiteness of the n-torsion of Pic X for n
prime to the characteristic of k. In Section 3, we study the kernel of the
 .  .map Pic X ª Pic Y induced by a faithfully flat morphism Y ª X of
geometrically integral schemes over a perfect field k. We show Theorem
.3.6 that if we have resolution of singularities for schemes over an
algebraic closure of k, then the kernel is finitely generated. In Section 4,
we give some examples where the kernel of the map on Picard groups
induced by a morphism Y ª X is not finitely generated. In Section 5, we
prove the ``eventual vanishing theorem'' mentioned above. In Section 6, we
specialize to the case where the field k is finitely generated over the prime
subfield. We prove various finiteness theorems and give some counterex-
amples to expected results. Finally, in Section 7, we give some comple-
 .ments on K X together with some speculation and conjectures.0
Notation and con¨entions. Unless otherwise stated, all rings in this
paper are commutative. Given a ring A, we denote by A* the group of
units of A and by A the reduction of A modulo its nilradical.red
Given a set A and a group G acting on A, we let AG denote the subset
of A consisting of elements fixed by G. Given an abelian group G and a
positive integer n, we let G denote the subgroup consisting of elementsn
whose order divides n.
 .  .If X is a scheme, we let G X denote G X, O . If X is a k-scheme,X
where k is a field, and L is a k-algebra, we let X denote X = L. If k isL k
a field, ka denotes an algebraic closure of k, and k sep denotes a separable
closure of k. We write X a, X sep instead of X a , X sep.k k
An algebraic scheme is a scheme which is of finite type over a field.
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1. THE KERNEL UNDER A SEPARABLE EXTENSION
We start by recalling some material on Galois actions, leading up to an
application of the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence to the computation
of Pic. This material is more or less standard, but it is not available in the
literature in quite the form we need. In particular, we want the statement
 .  .of 1.2 to be free of noetherian hypotheses. Later see 1.10 this will be
 .important, because a noetherian scheme X may have G X non-
 .noetherian, and our proofs about Pic X depend on understanding Pic
 .G X .
 .If Y is a scheme, and G is a group or just a set , we let Y = G denote
the scheme which is a disjoint union of copies of Y, one for each g g G.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a scheme, and let Y be a finite etaleÂ
X-scheme. Suppose a finite group G acts on the right of Y as an
X-scheme.1 Then this action is Galois if the map Y = G ª Y = Y givenX
 .  . 2by y, g ¬ y, yg is an isomorphism of schemes.
It is important to note that G cannot be recovered from Y ª X in
general: for instance, this is the case if Y consists of a disjoint union of
copies of X.
If we have a Galois action of G on YrX, and X 9 ª X is any morphism,
we get a Galois action of G on Y = X 9 as an X 9-scheme.X
Let A ; B be rings, and let a finite group G act on BrA, meaning that
 .G acts on the left of B as an A-algebra. Then we shall call this action
 .  .Galois if the action of G on Spec B rSpec A is Galois with respect to
wDefinition 1.1. For some definitions, stated directly for rings, see KO2,
xChap. II, Sect. 5 . In the case where A and B are fields, the action of G
on BrA is Galois if and only if BrA is a Galois extension in the usual
.  .sense , and G s Aut B .A
We now recall the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence. This may be
w xfound in Milne Mi1, p. 105 . Although Milne refers only to locally
noetherian schemes, the argument he presents is valid for any scheme. For
 .clarity, however, we note that X as used here means the small etale siteÂetÂ
 . w xon an arbitrary scheme X , as defined in G3 .
Let X be a scheme, let Y be a finite etale X-scheme, and let a GaloisÂ
action of a finite group G on YrX be given. Let F be a sheaf of abelian
.groups for the etale topology on X. Then the Hochschild]Serre spectralÂ
1 Hereafter we say simply that G acts on YrX.
2  .  .If y g Y, then yg g Y, and g induces an isomorphism of k y with k yg . Therefore we
  ..get maps s , s : Spec k y ª Y, such that p (s s p (s , where p : Y ª X is the struc-1 2 1 2
  ..ture map. By the universal property of the fiber product, we obtain a morphism Spec k y
 .ª Y = Y, whose image is by definition the point y, yg .X
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sequence is
E p , q s H p G, H q Y , p *F « H pqq X , F , .  . .2 et etÂ Â
where p : Y ª X is the structure morphism.
Apply this with F s G . One has an exact sequencem
0 ª E1, 0 ª H 1 X , G ª E0, 1 . .2 et m 2Â
1  . .  .The first term is H G, G Y * . The middle term is Pic X . The last term
0  ..  .is H G, Pic Y , which embeds in Pic Y . Hence:
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f : Y ª X be a finite etale morphism of schemes,Â
and suppose we ha¨e a Galois action of a finite group G on YrX. Then
1Ker Pic f ( H G , G Y * . .  . .
w  .xIn particular Sw2, 4.2 , if A ; B are rings, and we are given a Galois
w  .  .xaction of a finite group G on BrA, then Ker Pic A ª Pic B (
1 .H G, B* .
The following example shows that one has to be a bit careful about
generalizing the proposition to the non-Galois case.
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let A be a complete discrete valuation ring with frac-
tion field K, and let L be a finite Galois extension of K with Galois group
G. Denote the integral closure of A in L by B. We would like there to be
an exact sequence
0 ª H 1 G, B* ª Pic A ª Pic B , .  .  .
1 .and hence conclude that H G, B* s 0. But this is not the case in
1 .general: H G, B* has order equal to the ramification index of BrA.
We recall some easy facts about cohomology of groups:
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let G be a finite group and M a left ZG-module.
 . n .1 If M is finitely generated, then H G, M is finite for e¨ery n ) 0.
 . 1 .  .2 If M has tri¨ ial G-action then H G, M ( Hom G, M .groups::
 . n . n  .Proof. 1 Since H G, M s Ext Z, M and ZG is left NoetherianZG
it is clear that all the cohomology groups are finitely generated modules
 . < <over ZG or, equivalently, over Z . Moreover, they are annihilated by G
w  .x  .by Br, Chap. III, 10.2 . Part 2 is clear from the representation of
1 .  w x.H G,M in terms of crossed homomorphisms or, see Bab, Sect. 23 .
1 .PROPOSITION 1.5. Let a finite group G act on a field K. Then H G, K*
 .is finite, and Hilbert's Theorem 90 it is 0 if the group action is faithful.
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Proof. Let H be the subgroup of G which acts trivially on K, and let
GG s GrH. Let k s K . Then the extension Krk is Galois, with Galois
1 .  . w  .  .xgroup G. By 1.2 , H G, K* ( Ker Pic k ª Pic K , which is 0. We are
done if G acts faithfully on K.
We have the inflation]restriction exact sequence
1 1 10 ª H G, K* ª H G, K* ª H H , K* , .  .  .
1 .so it is enough to show that H H, K* is finite, which is clear from
 . .1.4 2 .
w xThe next result is a variant of a well-known result due to Roquette Ro :
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let K be a field, X a K-scheme of finite type, and L the
 .integral closure of K in A [ G X . Then L is finite-dimensional as ared
K-¨ ector space, and A*rL* is a finitely generated free abelian group.
 4Proof. Let U , . . . , U be an affine open cover of X, and set R s1 m i
 .G U . Each R is a reduced K-algebra of finite type. We have ani red i
embedding A ª B [ R = ??? = R . Let P , . . . , P be the minimal prime1 m 1 n
ideals of B, and let C be the normalization of the domain BrP . Thenj j
each C is a normal domain of finite type over K, and A ; C = ??? = C .j 1 n
Let D be the integral closure of K in C . By the usual formulation ofj j
 w  .x w  .x. U URoquette's theorem see L, Chap. 2, 7.3 or Kr, 1.4 , C rD is finitelyj j
 .generated for each j. We have L s A l  D . Therefore A*rL* em-j j
 U U .beds in the finitely generated group  C rD . Obviously A*rL* isj j j
torsion-free, and since it is finitely generated, it is free.
The fraction field K of C is a finitely generated field extension of K.j j
Each D , being 0-dimensional, reduced, and connected, is a field algebraicj
over K. Since K rK is finitely generated, so is D rK. Therefore  D is aj j j j
finite-dimensional K-algebra, and hence so is its subalgebra L.
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let Y be a scheme of finite type o¨er a field k. If k has
positi¨ e characteristic, assume that Y is reduced. Let G be a finite group,
1  . .acting on Y. Then H G, G Y * is finite.
AFFINE VERSION OF PROPOSITION 1.7. Let k be a field, and let B be a
finitely generated k-algebra. If k has positi¨ e characteristic, assume that B is
reduced. Let G be a finite group, acting by k-automorphisms on B. Then
1 .H G, B* is finite.
 .  .Proof of 1.7 . Let B s G Y . Let L be the integral closure of k in
 . UB . By 1.6 , L is a finite-dimensional k-algebra and B rL* is finitelyred red
 . . 1 U .generated. By 1.4 1 we know that H G, B rL* is finite.red
1 .We show that H G, L* is finite. Write L s  F , where each F isjg J j j
 .a finite-dimensional field extension of k and J is a finite index set . Since
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the action of G preserves idempotents, we can define an action of G on J
by the rule F s gF . Let I be any orbit of G on J, and look at F [ g j j ig I
F . Since L* is the direct sum of the groups F* over the various orbits ofi
. 1 .G on J , it is enough to show that H G, F* is finite. Fix i g I, let H be
wthe isotropy subgroup of i, and put F s F . It follows from Br, Chap. III,i
 .  .  .x 1 . 1 .  .5.3 , 5.9 , 6.2 that H G, F* ( H H, F* , which is finite by 1.5 .
1 .Hence H G, L* is finite.
Running the long exact sequence of cohomology coming from the exact
sequence
1 ª L* ª BU ª BU rL* ª 1,red red
1 U .we conclude that H G, B is finite. Thus we are done if X is reduced.red
 .We may assume that char k s 0. Let N be a G-stable nilpotent ideal
 .of B. For instance, we might take N to be the nilradical of B. It is
1 . 1  . .enough to show that the canonical map H G, B* ª H G, BrN * is
injective. If N r s 0, note that we can factor the map B ª BrN as
B ª BrN ry1 ª BrN ry2 ª ??? ª BrN,
and G acts on everything in the sequence, so we can reduce to the case
where N has square zero. We have an exact sequence
0 ª N ª B* ª BrN * ª 1, .
1 . 1 .and it enough to show that H G, N s 0. On the other hand, H G, N
< < 1 .is annihilated by G , and so is torsion. On the other hand, H G, N is a
w xB G -module, thus a Q-vector space, and so is torsion-free. Hence
1 .H G, N s 0.
THEOREM 1.8. Let X be a scheme of finite type o¨er a field k. Let
f : Y ª X be a finite, etale, surjecti¨ e morphism of schemes. If k has positi¨ eÂ
w  .xcharacteristic, assume that X is reduced. Then Ker Pic f is finite.
Proof. We may assume that X is connected. Let Y be a connected0
<component of Y. Then f is finite and etale, and since X is connected, itÂY0
is surjective. Therefore we may reduce to the case where Y is connected.
w  .xBy Mur, 4.4.1.8 , there exists a scheme Y 9 over Y such that Y 9 ª X is
 .finite etale surjective and the action of the finite group Aut Y 9rX onÂ
Y 9rX is Galois. Therefore we may assume that in fact there is a Galois
action of a finite group G on YrX.
1 . w  .x   . .  .By 1.2 , Ker Pic f ( H G, G Y * . Apply 1.7 .
COROLLARY 1.9. Let k be a field and let A be a finitely generated
k-algebra. If k has positi¨ e characteristic, assume that A is reduced. Let G be
a finite group of k-automorphisms of B. Let f : BG ª B be the inclusion. Then
w  .xKer Pic f is finite.
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 . w  .xProof. While 1.2 no longer applies, it is always true that Ker Pic f
1 .embeds in H G, B* . Modulo obvious modifications, one can get this
w x w xfrom Sam, Chap. 3, Theorem 1.1 ; it is also Proposition 4.7.1 in RS . So
 .the corollary follows from the affine version of 1.7 .
 .Remark 1.10. In 1.8 , one cannot in general do away with the assump-
 .  .tion that X is reduced in positive characteristic : see 4.1 . However, here
are two situations where the assumption is not needed. First, if X is affine,
 .  .  .  .in which case Pic X s Pic X , Pic Y s Pic Y , and the inducedred red
morphism Y ª X is still etale. Second, if Y s X for some finiteÂred red L
 .  .separable field extension Lrk. Indeed in that case, G X s G X , so weL L
 .  .  .have a Galois action of G on Spec G Y rSpec G X . Applying 1.2 twice,
w  .x w   ..xwe conclude that Ker Pic f s Ker Pic G f . But Pic of a ring is the
 . w  .xsame as Pic of its reduction, so if C s G X , we conclude that Ker Pic f
w  .  . .x  .s Ker Pic C ª Pic C . Applying 1.2 once again, we see thatred red L
w  .x 1  . . 1 .Ker Pic f s H G, C s H G, B . Now the remainder of thered L red
proof of the theorem goes through.
 . 1  ..The affine version of 1.7 leads one to ask if H G, GL B is finite,n
whenever a finite group G acts on a finitely generated k-algebra B
 .reduced if k has positive characteristic . The next example shows that this
 . 1 .can fail if n s 2. We will see 7.3 that H G, GL may be infinite for alln
n G 2, even for a smooth surface.
w x  2 2 2 .EXAMPLE 1.11. Let A s R x, y, z r x q y q z y 1 be the coordi-
nate ring of the real 2-sphere and B the complexification of A. Let P be
 . ithe invertible ideal of B generated by x q iy, z y 1 . For each i G 0, P is
w xan invertible ideal over B and a rank 2 projective module over A. By BO ,
 0 1 2 4P , P , P , . . . is the complete list of rank 2 projective A-modules. In
particular, there are infinitely many nonisomorphic rank 2 projective
 . 1 . 1 . A-modules. Since Pic A s H G, B* s H G, C* s 0 where G is the
.  .group of order 2 generated by complex conjugation and K A has order0
Ä  . w  .  .x2 and K B is infinite cyclic Sw3, 8.10 , 11.3 , it follows that the image0
 .  .of K A ª K B consists exactly of the free modules. Thus, V m B is0 0 A
stably free for any finitely generated projective A-module V. Since stably
w xfree modules over B are free MS , this implies that V m B ( B [ B forA
1  ..any rank 2 projective A-module V. Hence H G, GL B is infinite by2
w xSw2, Theorem 4.1 .
1  ..Note also that for n ) 2, H G, GL B has order 2, because there aren
precisely two projective A-modules of rank n, namely A[n and P [
A[ny2., and they both extend to free B-modules.
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THEOREM 1.12. Let k be a field, and let Krk be a Galois extension of
fields, not necessarily finite. Let S be a k-scheme of finite type, and assume
that each connected component of S is geometrically connected. Let L be the
 .  .U  .Uintegral closure of K in G S . Assume that G S L* s G S . ThenK red red K red
 .  .the canonical map Pic S ª Pic S is injecti¨ e.K
Proof. It is enough to show that for each finite Galois extension Lrk
 .  .  .with k ; L ; K, the map Pic S ª Pic S is injective. Let G s Gal Lrk .L
 .Let B s G S . Let L be the integral closure of L in B .0 L red 0 0
 .U U UThe condition of the theorem implies that G S L s B . There-red 0 0
U U 1 U U .fore the action of G on B rL is trivial. Hence H G, B rL (0 0 0 0
 U U .  . . U UHom G, B rL by 1.4 2 . Since G is finite and B rL isgroups:: 0 0 0 0
w  .x 1 U U .torsion-free by 1.6 , H G, B rL s 0.0 0
Since S is geometrically connected, S is connected, and so L is a field.L 0
1 U .  .Since G acts faithfully on L , H G, L s 0 by 1.5 .0 0
1 U .  .Hence H G, B s 0. Arguing as in 1.10 , one obtains the theorem.0
THEOREM 1.13. Let k be a field and S a scheme of finite type o¨er k. Let
Krk be a separable algebraic field extension. Then the kernel of the map
 .  .  .Pic S ª Pic S induced by the projection p : S ª S is a finite group.K K
AFFINE VERSION OF THEOREM 1.13. Let k be a field, and let A be a
finitely generated k-algebra. Let Krk be a separable algebraic field extension.
 .  .Then the kernel of the induced map Pic A ª Pic A is finite.K
 .Proof of 1.13 . By passing to the normal closure, we may assume that
 .  .Krk is Galois possibly infinite . Let B s G S , and let L be theK red
 .integral closure of K in B. By 1.6 , B*rL* is finitely generated. There-
 .fore we can find a finite Galois extension L of k with L ; K such that
  . .the canonical map G S * ª B*rL* is surjective. We can also chooseL red
L so that each connected component of S is geometrically connected. ByL
 .  .  .  .  .1.8 and 1.10 , the kernel of Pic S ª Pic S is finite, and by 1.12 , theL
 .  .map Pic S ª Pic S is injective, so we are done.L K
 .We will see in Section 4 that 1.13 can fail if Krk is not assumed to be
separable. On the other hand, assuming resolution of singularities, we will
show in Section 4 that for any separated scheme S of finite type over k,
and any algebraic field extension Krk, there is an intermediate field Erk
 .  .of finite degree over k such that Pic S ª Pic S is one-to-one.E K
We conclude this section by showing that the kernel is not always trivial.
In fact, any finite abelian group can occur. If, in the following construction,
one takes Krk s CrR, one obtains the familiar example A s
w x  2 2 . R X, Y r X q Y y 1 . The Picard group of A has order two generated
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. w y1 xby the Mobius band , whereas A m C ( C U, U , which has trivialÈ R
Picard group.
EXAMPLE 1.14. Let Krk be a finite Galois extension with Galois group
 . w xG. There is a domain A of finite type over k such that Pic A ( Gr G, G
 .but Pic A m K is trivial.k
Proof. Make ZG into a G-module via the left regular action. We have
an exact sequence of G-modules
s
0 ª Z ª ZG ª L ª 0,
where G acts trivially on Z, s takes 1 to  g, and L is defined by theg g G
 .sequence. Let F s Im s , which is the set of fixed points of ZG under the
< <action of G. Clearly L is a free Z-module of rank G y 1.
w xForm the group ring B s K L . Since L is a free abelian group, B is
w xisomorphic to the Laurent polynomial ring in G y 1 variables and hence
has trivial Picard group. Note that G acts on B by acting as the Galois
group on K and by the G-module structure on L. Let A s BG. Then
w  .xA m K ( B by Sw1, 2.5 , and the action of G on BrA is Galois. Usingk
 .  . w  .  .x 1 .1.2 we get Pic A s Ker Pic A ª Pic B s H G, B* . But B* ( K*
 . 1 . 1 . 1 .[ L, so Pic A ( H G, K* [ H G, L ( H G, L , since G acts faith-
1 .  . 1 .fully on K* and so H G, K* s0 by 1.5 . We will show that H G, L (
w xGr G, G .
w  .x i .We know Br, Chap. III, 6.6 that H G, ZG s 0 for i ) 0. Therefore,
1 . 2 .by the long exact sequence of cohomology we have H G, L ( H G, Z .
2 . 1 .  . w x But H G, Z ( H G, QrZ ( Hom G, QrZ ( Gr G, G . Seegroups::
w x .Bab, Sect. 23 .
2. TORSION IN PICARD GROUPS
 .We note that Pic R can be infinite even for R a domain finitelyn
w 2 3 xgenerated over a field. For example, take R s k T , T , where k is an
 .infinite field of characteristic p ) 0. Then Pic R is isomorphic to the
additive group of k and is therefore an infinite group of exponent p. As
long as we avoid the characteristic, however, this cannot happen. First we
 w  .x.need the following lemma cf. Bas1, IX, 4.7 :
LEMMA 2.1. Let f : X ª S be a finite flat morphism of schemes, of
w  .xconstant degree d ) 0. Then Ker Pic f is d-torsion.
 .Proof. Let M g Pic S . Then f# f * M ( M m f#O as O -modules. IfX S
w  .xmoreover M g Ker Pic f , then f# f * M ( f#O . Hence M m f#O (X X
d md d  . d  .f#O . Apply H , yielding M m H f#O ( H f#O , and henceX X X
mdM ( O .S
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Now let us generalize to the proper case. First we need:
LEMMA 2.2. Let f : X ª S be a proper flat morphism of noetherian
schemes. Then f#O is a locally free O -module.X S
 .  wProof. We may assume that S is affine. Let W s Spec f#O cf. Ha,X
x.II, Exercise 5.17 , and label morphisms
w h
X ª W ª S.
w xSince f is proper, f#O is coherent EGA3 , 3.2.1 , and so it is enough toX 1
show that h is flat. Therefore it is enough to show that for any injection i
 .of coherent O -modules, h* i is also injective. By construction, w#O sS X
 .  . wO , and so w#w*h* i s h* i by the projection formula Ha, II, ExerciseW
x  . w  .x5.1d . Since f is flat, f * i which equals w*h* i is injective. Since w# is
 .left exact, w#w*h* i is also injective.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let f : X ª S be a surjecti¨ e proper flat morphism of
w  .xnoetherian schemes. Then Ker Pic f is a bounded torsion group.
 .Proof. We may assume that S is connected. By 2.2 , f#O is a locallyX
 .free O -module. Factor f as in the proof of 2.2 . By the projectionS
 .  .formula, w#w* is the identity, so Pic w is injective. Apply 2.1 .
THEOREM 2.4. Let S be a scheme of finite type o¨er a field k and let
 .n g N be prime to the characteristic of k. Then Pic S is finite.n
AFFINE VERSION OF THEOREM 2.4. Let k be a field, and let A be a finitely
generated k-algebra. Let n g N be prime to the characteristic of k. Then
 .Pic A is finite.n
 .Proof of 2.4 . Suppose first that k is separably closed. The argument
in this case seems to be fairly well known and was pointed out to us several
years ago by David Saltman and Tim Ford. We consider the Kummer
1w  .xsequence SGA4 , p. 21, 2.5 :2
n
1 ª m ª G ª G ª 1.n m m
This is an exact sequence of sheaves for the etale topology on S. TakingÂ
etale cohomology, we get an exact sequenceÂ
n1 1 1H S , m ª H S , G ª H S , G . ) . .  .  .et n et m et mÂ Â Â
11 .  . w  .xNow H S , G ( Pic S by SGA4 , p. 20, 2.3 . Since k is separablyet m 2Â
1 wclosed, m is isomorphic to the constant sheaf ZrnZ. See SGA4 , p. 21,n 2
1 1 .x . w  .x w2.4 . Therefore m is constructible SGA4 , p. 43, 3.2 . By SGA4 , p.n 2 2
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 .x 1 .236, 1.10 , H S , m is finitely generated. Hence the kernel of the mapet nÂ
 .n in ) is finite, so the theorem holds when k is separably closed. Apply
 .1.13 .
 .  .The above result s are false if Pic is replaced by K , as Example 7.30
will show.
 .  .As a consequence of 2.3 and 2.4 , we have:
COROLLARY 2.5. Let S be a scheme of finite type o¨er a field k. Let
f : X ª S be a proper flat surjecti¨ e morphism of schemes. Assume that o¨er
each connected component of S, the rank of the locally free sheaf f#O isX
w  .xin¨ertible in k. Then Ker Pic f is finite.
 .We can use 2.4 to answer a question of S. Montgomery about outer
automorphism groups of Azumaya algebras:
COROLLARY 2.6. Let k be a field. Let R be a finitely generated k-algebra.
 .Let A be a not necessarily commutati¨ e Azumaya algebra o¨er R of degree
 .d. Then Out A is finite whene¨er d is not a multiple of the characteristicR
of k.
 w x.  .  .Proof. There is an embedding see, e.g., DI of Out A in Pic R ,R
 .  .  w x .and in fact the image of Out A is contained in Pic R . See KO1 .R d
 .eIn fact, one can show that the finiteness of Pic R for all e isd
  ..  w x.eequivalent to the finiteness of Out M R for all e see BG .R d
Finally, we consider n-torsion in a normal algebraic scheme. It turns out
that this is finite, even if n is not prime to the characteristic, at least
assuming that resolution of singularities holds. To prove this, we need to
know what happens to Pic of a normal scheme when its singular locus is
deleted. The kernel is described by the following ``folklore'' lemma, which
 .we state in greater generality for later application 6.5 :
LEMMA 2.7. Let X be a noetherian S scheme,3 and let C ; X be a closed2
 .subset of codimension G2. Let U s X y C. Then the canonical map Pic X
 .ª Pic U is injecti¨ e.
Proof. Let L be a line bundle on X which becomes trivial on U. For
any line bundle M on X, the long exact sequence of local cohomology
gives us
rM0 0 0 1H X , M ª H X , M ª H U, M ª H X , M . .  .  .  .C C
w  .  .  .x <Since X is S , the end terms vanish G1, 1.4 , 3.7 , 3.8 . Let f : O ª L U2 U
be an isomorphism. Since r is an isomorphism, we can lift f to aL
3 Recall that a noetherian scheme X is by definition S if for every x g X, depth2
 4O G min dim O , 2 .X , x X , x
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morphism c : O ª L . Since r y1 is an isomorphism, we can lift fy1 toX L
a morphism c 9: L ª O . Since r and r are isomorphisms, c 9(c andX O LX
c (c 9 are the identity maps.
LEMMA 2.8. Let k be an algebraically closed field. Assume that resolu-
tions of singularities exist for ¨arieties o¨er k. Let X be a normal k-scheme of
 .finite type. Let n g N. Then Pic X is finite.n
 .Sketch. We may assume that X is connected. By 2.7 , we may replace
X by X and so assume that X is regular. If we further replace X by areg
 .nonempty open subscheme, we kill a finitely generated subgroup of Pic X .
In this way we may reduce to the case where X is affine. Since we have
resolution of singularities, we can embed X as an open subscheme of a
 .  .regular k-scheme X. Then Pic X is the quotient of Pic X by a finitely
0 .  .generated subgroup. Now Pic X is the group A k of k-valued points of
0 .  .an abelian variety A over k, and Pic X rPic X is finitely generated
 w  .x.see, e.g., K, 5.1 . Therefore it suffices to show that A is finite. This isn
w xwell known Mum, p. 39 .
3. FAITHFULLY FLAT EXTENSIONS
 .  .  .The main results of this section are 3.6 , 3.8 , and 3.10 , which give
information about the kernel of the map on Picard groups induced by a
faithfully flat morphism of algebraic schemes. First we consider the case
where the target of the morphism is normal, in which case we can weaken
the hypothesis of faithful flatness.
THEOREM 3.1. Let k be a field. Let X be a normal k-scheme of finite type.
w  .xLet f : Y ª X be a dominant morphism of finite type. Then Ker Pic f is
  . .finitely generated if char k s 0 and is the direct sum of a finitely generated
  . .group and a bounded p-group if char k s p ) 0 . If k is algebraically
w  .xclosed, and resolution of singularities holds, then Ker Pic f is finitely
generated.
 .Proof. We may assume that X is connected. By 2.7 , we may assume
that X is regular. Then we may replace X by any nonempty open
subscheme. In particular, we may assume that X is affine. Moreover, by
replacing Y by a suitable open subscheme, we may assume that Y is affine
too. We may assume that Y is a regular integral scheme. We may embed Y
as an open subscheme of an X-scheme Y which is projective over X and is
an integral scheme as well. Replace Y by its normalization. Now by again
replacing X by a nonempty open subscheme, we may assume by generic
.flatness that the morphism Y ª X is flat; certainly we may assume that it
 . w  .xis surjective. Call this morphism w. By 2.3 , Ker Pic w is a bounded
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 . w  .x   . .torsion group. Hence by 2.4 , Ker Pic w is finite if char k s 0 and is
  .the direct sum of a finite group and a bounded p-group if char k s p )
. w  . w  .x x0 . By 2.8 , if k is algebraically closed, then Ker Pic w is always finite.
 . w  .  .x w  .  .xBy 2.7 and Ha, II, 6.5c , 6.16 , Ker Pic Y ª Pic Y is finitely gener-
ated. The theorem follows.
Now we want to see what happens when we consider a faithfully flat
morphism Y ª X, where X is not necessarily normal. The issue is compli-
wcated by nilpotents, even in the affine case. The problem see Examples
 .  . x3.3 , 3.4 below is that one can have a domain A, and a finitely
generated faithfully flat A algebra B, such that B is not flat over A.red
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a reduced ring, with total ring of fractions K. Let B
 .be a faithfully flat A-algebra. Then inside B m K B l K s A.A
Proof. Let b g B l K, so we have an equation of the form bu s ¨ , for
some u, ¨ g A with u a non-zero-divisor. By the equational criterion for
w xfaithful flatness Bour, Chap. I, Sect. 3, n8 7, Prop. 13 , b g A.
w x  2EXAMPLE 3.3. Let k be a field of characteristic 2. Let A s k s, t r s
3. w x  2 2 .y t . Let B s A x, y r x y s, y y t . Then B is a faithfully flat A-
w x  4 6.algebra. Now B ( k x, y r x y y , so the nilradical of B is generated by
 2 3. w x  2 2 2 3.x y y . Hence B s A x, y r x y s, y y t, x y y . Since s s ty inred
 .B , we have y g B l A and y f A, so it follows from 3.2 that Bred red nor red
 .is not flat over A. One can also prove this directly by taking M s Ar t
and checking that the map M ª M m B is not injective.A red
 .EXAMPLE 3.4 shown to us by Bill Heinzer and Sam Huckaba . It is
known that there is a smooth curve C ; CP3 of degree 8 and genus 5
which is set-theoretically the intersection of two surfaces S, T , but which is
Ä w x w x.not arithmetically Cohen]Macaulay see Bar , Hu . Let C s S l T ,
scheme-theoretically. Choose lines L, L9 which are noncoplanar and do
not meet C. Then projection from L onto L9 defines a nonconstant
Ä 1 1morphism C ª P . Let A be the homogeneous coordinate ring of P , and
Ä w xlet B be the homogeneous coordinate ring of C. Then A s C x, y , B is
Cohen]Macaulay, A ; B, and B is module-finite over A, so B is faith-
 w x .fully flat over A. See Mat, p. 140 . On the other hand, B is notred
Cohen]Macaulay, so B is not flat over A.red
It is not clear if the behavior illustrated by the characteristic p example
can be mimicked in characteristic zero:
Problem 3.5. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero. Let A be a finitely generated, reduced k-algebra. Let B be a
faithfully flat and finitely generated A-algebra. Do we have B l A sred nor
A?
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THEOREM 3.6. Let k be a perfect field. Assume that resolutions of
singularities exist for ¨arieties o¨er ka. Let X and Y be geometrically integral
k-schemes of finite type. Let f : Y ª X be a faithfully flat morphism of
w  .xk-schemes. Then Ker Pic f is finitely generated.
w  .xNote that if f is both faithfully flat and finite, then Ker Pic f is finite,
 .  .because it is finitely generated by the theorem , and also torsion by 2.3 .
We are not sure to what extent the hypothesis ``geometrically integral''
can be relaxed. Certainly if X is not affine, nonreduced, and Y is
 .disconnected, one can have trouble 4.3 . In positive characteristic, the
 .assumption that Y is reduced is needed 4.2 . In characteristic zero, we do
wnot know if it is necessary to assume that Y is reduced. If the answer to
 . x3.5 is yes, then we do not need to assume Y reduced. We do not know if
it is necessary to assume that X and Y are geometrically irreducible. Cf.
 .3.10 .
AFFINE VERSION OF THEOREM 3.6. Let k be a perfect field. Assume that
resolutions of singularities exist for ¨arieties o¨er ka. Let A be a finitely
generated k-algebra. Let B be a finitely generated and faithfully flat A-algebra,
w  .  .xwhich is geometrically integral o¨er k. Then Ker Pic A ª Pic B is finitely
generated.
 .  . w  .  a .xProof of 3.6 . By 1.13 , Ker Pic X ª Pic X is finite, so we may
assume that k is algebraically closed.
 .By 3.1 , the theorem holds when X is normal. To complete the proof,
w  .x w  .  .xwe need to show that Ker Pic f l Ker Pic X ª Pic X is finitelynor
generated. If we relax the assumptions on Y, by assuming only that each
connected component of Y is geometrically integral, it is enough to do the
two cases:
 .i Y is an ``open cover'' of X ;
 .ii X, Y are both affine.
Let P be the fiber product of X and Y over X. Then P is reduced.nor
Let p : X ª X and t : P ª Y be the canonical maps. Let C be thenor
 U . U  U . U quotient sheaf p#O rO , and similarly let D s t#O rO . NoteX X P Ynor
.that the canonical map O ª t#O is injective. We have a commutativeY P
 .diagram with exact rows and some maps labelled :
i
1 ª G X *rG X * ª G C ª Ker Pic X ª Pic X ª 1w x .  .  . .  .nor nor
x l x d x
w x1 ª G P *rG Y * ª G D ª Ker Pic Y ª Pic P ª 1 .  .  .  .  .
We will be done with the proof if we can show that d is injective and that
 .Coker l is finitely generated.
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 .We show that d is injective. In case i this is clear, since C is a sheaf.
 .  .So we may assume that X, Y are both affine. Let A s G X , B s G Y .
 .  .Let a g G C . Then there exist elements f , . . . , f g A with f , . . . , f1 n 1 n
 .  .U  . Us 1 and elements a g A i s 1, . . . , n , b g A such that a si nor f i j f f ii i j
 .U  .b a in A and a induces a , . . . , a . Suppose a maps to 1 g G D .i j j nor f f 1 ni j
Then for each i we have elements b g BU such that b s a in B m Ai f i i f A nori i
 .for each i. By 3.2 , applied with A substituted for A, we see thatf i
a g A . Hence a s 1. Hence d is injective.i f i
To complete the proof, we need to show that
G P * .
Coker l s .
G Y *G X * .  .nor
 .is finitely generated. For this, we may assume that Y is connected. By 1.6 ,
it is enough to show that the map P ª X is bijective on connectednor
components. This is true since X and Y are integral schemes.
We note that the proof breaks down if we do not assume that Y is
geometrically irreducible. Indeed, without this hypothesis, the map P ª
X may not be bijective on connected components:nor
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let k be a field of characteristic /2. Let A be the
w 2 y1 x w y1 x w x  2 2 .subring k t , t q t of k t, t . Let B s A x r x y t . Then B is a
 .  .  .faithfully flat A-algebra. We will see that i Spec B is connected, but ii
 .  2 .  y1 .Spec B m A is not connected. First note that t s t q 1 r t q t ,A nor
w y1 xfrom which it follows that A s k t, t . Then B m A ( A = A ,nor A nor nor nor
 . 2 y1 w x  2 2so ii holds. Let z s t q 1, y s t q t . Then A ( k y, z r y q z y
2 .y z , so
w x 2 2 2 2B ( k x , y , z r x y z q 1, y q z y y z .
22 2 2w x( k x , y r x q 1 y x y . . /
 .From this one sees that Spec B has two smooth components, meeting at
 .  .the two points "i, 0 . Hence Spec B is connected.
THEOREM 3.8. Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0. Let X and Y be
geometrically irreducible k-schemes of finite type. Let f : Y ª X be a faithfully
w  .xflat morphism of k-schemes. Then Ker Pic f is the direct sum of a finitely
generated group and a p-group.
AFFINE VERSION OF THEOREM 3.8. Let k be a field of characteristic
p ) 0. Let A be a finitely generated k-algebra. Let B be a finitely generated
 a .and faithfully flat A-algebra such that Spec A m k is irreducible. Then thek
w  .  .xgroup Ker Pic A ª Pic B is the direct sum of a finitely generated group
and a p-group.
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 .  .  . w  .Proof of 3.8 . It follows from 2.1 and 2.4 that Ker Pic X ª
 a .xPic X is the direct sum of a finitely generated group and a p-group, so
w  .we may assume that k is algebraically closed. Since Ker Pic X ª
 .xPic X is a p-group, we may assume that X is reduced.red
 .If Y is reduced, we are done by 3.6 . In the general case, we modify the
 .argument of the proof of 3.6 . Since the scheme P in that argument may
 .be nonreduced, we do not get that Coker l is finitely generated, but
 .rather ) it is finitely generated mod p-power torsion. We still get that
U
G P . red
M [ U
G Y G X * .  .red nor
 .is finitely generated. Let N be the nilradical of G P . Then the kernel of
 .the canonical map Coker l ª M is a quotient of 1 q N, and hence is a
 .bounded p-group, so ) follows.
 .Remark 3.9. By 5.4 , it will follow that the p-group of the theorem is
actually a bounded p-group, provided that resolution of singularities is
valid.
THEOREM 3.10. Let X be a reduced scheme of finite type o¨er a perfect
field. Let U , . . . , U be an open co¨er of X. Then the canonical map1 n
Pic X ª Pic U = ??? = Pic U .  .  .1 n
has finitely generated kernel.
For the case where X is normal in fact, any noetherian normal
.  .scheme , this is easy, following roughly from 2.7 . For the general case,
 .one can follow the proof of 3.6 , taking Y to be the disjoint union of the
U 's; one need only adjust the last sentence.i
4. EXAMPLES WHERE THE KERNEL IS NOT
FINITELY GENERATED
Let f : Y ª X be a faithfully flat morphism of noetherian schemes. The
 .  .  .  .  .  .results 1.8 , 1.13 , 2.5 , 3.1 , 3.6 , and 3.10 all give conditions under
w  .xwhich Ker Pic f is finitely generated. While it is reasonable to think that
there are unifying and more general results with the same conclusion, we
do not know what form such results should take. With this in mind, we give
w  .xin this section a varied collection of examples in which Ker Pic f is not
finitely generated.
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First we see that there are examples with X algebraic of positive
 .characteristic, and f a finite etale morphism. For these, by 1.8 , X mustÂ
be nonreduced.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p ) 0. Let l: F ª E be a finite etale morphism of complete varieties overÂ
k, of degree p, and suppose we have a Galois action of a finite group G on
w x  p.FrE. Let R s k e r e . Let X s E = R, Y s F = R, and let f : Y ª Xk k
w  .x 1  . .  .be the induced morphism. Then Ker Pic f ( H G, G Y * by 1.2 .
 .  . .Since G Y is just R, and G acts trivially on it, we have by 1.4 2 that
w  .x  . Ker Pic f ( Hom ZrpZ, R* , which is not finitely generated, since 1 q
. pce s 1 in R for each c g k.
To obtain examples of such morphisms l, let E be an elliptic curve over
 .k which is not supersingular. Then the Tate module T E is isomorphic top
wthe p-adic integers Z . According to a theorem of Serre-Lang SGA1, XI,p
 .x  .2.1 , the p-primary part of the algebraic fundamental group p E is1
 .  .T E . Therefore there exists a surjective homomorphism p E ª ZrpZ,p 1
and so there exist a variety F and a morphism l as indicated. More
concretely, this may be seen as follows. The multiplication by p map
p
 p.E ª E factors through E , the scheme defined in essence by raising the
coefficients in the equation defining E to the pth power. The induced
map E p. ª E, called the Verschiebung, is exactly l.
Now we see that there are examples with X reduced and algebraic, even
 .over an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic , and f a finite
flat morphism:
 .  .  .EXAMPLE 4.2. Take Example 3.3 , and use X s Spec A , Y s Spec B .
w  .xSince the map A ª B factors through A , it follows that Ker Pic fred nor
s k, which is not finitely generated if k is infinite.
Now we see that there are examples with X algebraic and Y etale, evenÂ
in characteristic zero. Indeed, one may take Y to be an ``affine open
cover'' of X :
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let T be a projective variety over an algebraically closed
1 .field k, and let F be a coherent sheaf on T with H T , F / 0. Make
 .A [ O [ F into an O -algebra by forcing F ? F s 0. Let X s Spec A .T T
Let Y be an affine open cover of X, i.e., the disjoint union of the schemes
w  .  .x w  .  .xin such a cover. Then Ker Pic X ª Pic X ; Ker Pic X ª Pic Y ,red
w  .  .x  .and Ker Pic X ª Pic X is a nonzero vector space over k , sored
w  .  .xKer Pic X ª Pic Y is not finitely generated.
Now we give families of examples in which X and Y can be chosen to be
reduced noetherian schemes of characteristic zero, but the morphism is
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not of finite type:
EXAMPLE 4.4. Given any ring A there exists a faithfully flat extension
 . w xB with Pic B s 1: take B s A x localized at the set of primitive polyno-
 .mials i.e., polynomials such that the coefficients generate the unit ideal .
 . w  .  .  .xFor the fact that Pic B s 1, see EG, 5.4 , 3.5 , 2.6 with R s S .
 w 2 3 x.EXAMPLE 4.5. Let k be a field and let X s Spec k t , t . Let
w y1 x w 2 3 x 2 3Y s Spec k t , t = k t , t , . .t , t
which is the disjoint union of X and Spec O , where x is the singularreg X , x
w  .xpoint of X. Then Ker Pic f s k.
Now we will give examples based on purely inseparable base extension.
For purely inseparable extensions we cannot use Galois cohomology to
control the Picard group. Instead, we use differentials, following the ideas
w xin Samuel's notes on unique factorization domains Sam . We build a
purely inseparable form of the affine line whose Picard group is infinite.
w xWe need the following version of a result of Samuel Sam, 2.1, p. 62 :
LEMMA 4.6. Let B be a domain of characteristic p ) 0 with fraction field
 .Q B . Let d be a Z-linear deri¨ ation of B with A the subring of in¨ariants of d
  . .i.e., the elements with d a s 0 . Let D be the logarithmic deri¨ ati¨ e of d
 .   .  . .defined on Q B * i.e., D b s d b rb . If M , M are in¨ertible ideals of A1 2
 .with M B s b B for each i b , b g B , then M ( M if and only ifi i i 2 1 2
 .  .  .D b y D b g D B* .1 2
Proof. If M ( M , then b s aub for some a in the quotient field of1 2 1 2
 .  .  .A and u g B*. Thus, D b s D b q D u .1 2
 .  .  .Conversely, if D b y D b s D u for some u g B*, then replacing1 2
 .  .  y1 .b by b u allows us to assume that D b s D b , whence d b b s 0.1 1 1 2 1 2
Set a s by1 b . Thus, a is in the quotient field of A. Replacing M by aM1 2 1 1
allows us to assume that M B s M B. We claim that this implies M s M .1 2 1 2
It suffices to check this locally and so we may assume that each M isi
principal. Let a be a generator for M . It follows that a ra is a unit in B.i i 1 2
 .We have d a ra s 0 and a ra g B, so a ra g A. Similarly, a ra g1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
A, so a ra g A*, and hence M s M .1 2 1 2
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let k be a separably closed imperfect field of character-
istic p. Let a g k y k p. Let q be a power of p with q ) 2, and let
 1r q. w x  q q.K s k a . Let A s k X, Y r X y X y a Y . Set r s qrp. Then A
 .is a Dedekind domain and P s Pic A is a group of exponent q with
w x  .Pr P infinite. Also, A ( K Z . Hence the kernel of the map Pic A ªr K
 .Pic A is infinite of exponent q.K
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1r q w x qProof. Let b s a . In the polynomial ring B s K Z , put x s Z
y1 q . w x w xand y s b Z y Z . Note that Z s x y b y, so that K Z s K x, y .
w xMoreover, we can identify A with the subring k x, y of B. Then A s B.K
 .  .Thus A is a Dedekind domain and Pic A is trivial. It follows that Pic AK
has exponent dividing q.
 q q4Let V s a g k : a y a g a k . Since k is separably closed, for every
b g k there is an element a g V such that
aq y a y a bq s 0.
Thus V is infinite. Given a g V, define b g k by the above equation. Let
 .  . 1r qM a be the maximal ideal x y a, y y b of A. Set c s a y b b s a .
 .  .Note that M a B s Z y c B.
Let a and a be distinct elements of V. Let b and c be the1 2 i i
 . rcorresponding elements defined above. It suffices to show that M a and1
 . rM a are nonisomorphic.2
1r p w x  .  .Let g s a . Define a derivation d on k g with d k s 0 and d g s
w x  .g . Extend this derivation to A s A g and to its quotient field by taking0
d trivial on A. Set W s Z r. Since Z s x y b y, W s x r y g y r. Thus,
 . r qd W s yg y s W y W . Let D denote the logarithmic derivative of d .
 r . r r r qThe following observation will be useful: d c s yg b s c y c .i i i i
Thus
W y W q y cr q cr qi i qy1r rD W y c s s 1 y W y c . .  .i irW y ci
Thus,
qy1 qy1r r r rD W y c y D W y c s W y c y W y c .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
 .is a polynomial in Z of degree r q y 2 ) 0 as long as q ) 2.
 r .  . r p pLet J s W y c A and I s M a A . Then I A s J A , since afteri 0 i 0 0 0
extension to B, they become equal. Now A is a normal domain, so its0
group of invertible fractional ideals is torsion-free. Hence IA s JA ,0 0
 . r  r .  .i.e., M a A s W y c A . Therefore, it suffices to show by 4.6 thati 0 i 0
 r .  r .  . U  .D W y c y D W y c / D u for any u g A . Since D u is a constant1 2 0
in Z, the result follows by the previous paragraph.
 .Now we give an alternate more geometric explanation of the preceding
 .  .result. It will show that the kernel of Pic A ª Pic A is infinite andK
q-torsion, but not that the kernel has exponent q.
 .  w x  q qy1 q..Let U s Spec A , and let V s Proj k X, Y, T r X y XT y a Y .
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Then U is an open subscheme of V. We have a commutative diagram
Pic V ª Pic U .  .
x x
Pic V ª Pic U .  .K K
 .Of course Pic U s 0 since A is a polynomial ring. Since U is obtainedK K
w x w x  .from V by deleting the single regular point X, Y, T s 1, 0, 0 , Pic V ª
 .Pic U is surjective with cyclic kernel, and in fact one sees that the kernel
 .  .is infinite cyclic. On the other hand, the map Pic V ª Pic V is injec-K
4  .  .tive, as is well known. Hence the kernel of Pic U ª Pic U is exactlyK
0 .Pic V .
w  .  .xBy results of Grothendieck FGA, 2.1 , 3.1 , there exists a commuta-
0 .  .tive group scheme P of finite type over k such that Pic V s P k . Since
 . 2 .  . 1 .dim V s 1, H V, O s 0, so P is smooth and dim P s h V, O byV V
w  .x 1 .FGA, a236, 2.10 ii, iii . Now h V, O is just the arithmetic genus of aV
 . .plane curve of degree q, which is q y 1 q y 2 r2. In particular, since
1 .q G 3, we have h V, O ) 0. Hence P is positive-dimensional. Now sinceV
P is a geometrically integral scheme of finite type over a separably closed
 .  a . w xfield k, P k is Zariski dense in P k }see Se, discussion on p. 107 . In
 .particular, since P is positive-dimensional, it follows that P k is infinite.
0 .  .  .Hence Pic V is infinite. Hence the kernel of the map Pic U ª Pic UK
 .is infinite; it is q-torsion by 2.1 . This completes the alternate proof of
 .4.7 , except that we have not shown that the kernel has exponent q.
We will see in the next section at least assuming resolution of singulari-
.ties that for a separated scheme X of finite type over a field k, the kernel
 .  . aof the map Pic X ª Pic X is always bounded i.e., torsion with finitek
.exponent . The Picard group itself, however, can have infinite exponent.
For example, if X is any smooth affine or projective curve of positive
genus over an algebraically closed field, then the torsion subgroup of
 .  .Pic X is unbounded, because then Pic X is the quotient of an abelian
variety by a finitely generated subgroup.
5. EVENTUAL VANISHING OF THE KERNEL OF PIC
 .Let k be a field. The main theorem of this section 5.2 asserts that if X
is a separated k-scheme of finite type, then there exists a finite field
4 More generally, it is even true that if Krk is any field extension, V is a projective
k-scheme, and one has two coherent O -modules which become isomorphic over V , thenV K
w  .xthey were already isomorphic over V}see Wi, 2.3 .
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extension kq of k, such that for every algebraic field extension L of kq,
 .  .athe canonical map Pic X ª Pic X is injective.L L
This statement has a sheaf-theoretic formulation, which we consider, in
 .part because it figures in the proof. Let F be an abelian group -valued
 ::  ::k-functor, meaning a functor from k-algebras to abelian groups .
Let p: B ª C be a faithfully flat homomorphism of k-algebras. There are
maps i , i : C ª C m C, given by c ¬ c m 1 and c ¬ 1 m c, respectively.1 2 B
If the sequence
 .  . . F i yF iF p 1 2
0 ª F B ª F C ª F C m C ) .  .  .  .B
 wis exact for all p, then one says that F is a sheaf for the fpqc faithfully
x .flat quasi-compact topology .
This is often too much to ask, and so one may look only at certain maps
 .p, or ask only that F p be injective. To relate this to Theorem 5.2, let F
 .  .be given by B ¬ Pic X rPic B . Of course if B is a field, we haveB
 .  .F B s Pic X . What the theorem says is that if we enlarge k sufficientlyB
 .  a .replacing it by a finite extension , than F L ª L is injective, for all
algebraic extensions L of k.
In this sense, F comes close to being a sheaf, if we allow for the
 .enlargement of k. However, in general, one cannot get ) to be exact in
an analogous manner. More precisely, for suitable k and X, one cannot
find a finite extension kq of k such that for every algebraic extension L
q a  .of k , if p: L ª L is the canonical map, then ) is exact. As an example,
 .let k be a separable closure of F t , for some prime q, and let X sq
 w x  2 3..  .Spec k x, y r y y x . Then Pic X s L for every extension field L ofL
q q  q. qk. For any finite extension k of k, there is some a g k y k . If
q 1r q  .  .L s k , one finds that a lies in the kernel of F i y F i , but not in1 2
 .the image of F p .
DEFINITION 5.1. Let k be a field. A k-scheme S is geometrically stable
 .  .if 1 it is of finite type, and 2 every irreducible component of S isred
geometrically integral and has a rational point.
THEOREM 5.2. Let k be a field; assume that resolutions of singularities
exist for ¨arieties o¨er ka. Let X be a separated k-scheme of finite type. Then
there exists a finite field extension kq of k, such that for e¨ery algebraic field
q  .  .aextension L of k , the canonical map Pic X ª Pic X is injecti¨ e.L L
 .Proof of 5.2 . In the course of the proof, we will refer to enlarging k,
by which we mean that k is to be replaced by a suitably large finite field
extension, contained in ka. This is done only finitely many times. Then, at
the end of the proof, the k we have is really the kq of which the theorem
speaks. We may treat L as an extension of k which is contained in ka.
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 .By induction on dim X , we may assume that the theorem holds when
X is replaced by a scheme of strictly smaller dimension. The case of
.dimension zero is trivial.
Step 1. The case of a geometrically normal scheme. If T is a k-scheme,
we have let T a denote T a . However, in some places in the next paragraphk
we shall define a ka-scheme T a, even though T has not yet been defined;
we will then proceed to construct a k-scheme T such that T a s T a .k
w x aSuppose X is geometrically normal. By N , there is a proper k -scheme
a a X which contains X as a dense open subscheme. Note that X has not
a a.yet been defined. After normalizing X we may assume that X is
a a anormal. Let p : Y ª X be a resolution of singularities, by which we
a a amean that Y is regular, p is a proper morphism, and p is an
a a . isomorphism over X y Sing X . Note that Y and p have not yet been
.defined.
a a a By looking at the equations defining X , Y , and p , we can after
. enlarging k if necessary find a k-scheme X containing X as a dense
.open subscheme , a k-scheme Y, and a morphism p : Y ª X such that
a ap = k s p . Then X is geometrically normal, Y is geometrically regu-k
 w  . .x.lar, and by faithfully flat descent EGA4 , 2.7.1 vii p is proper. Let2
y1 .Y s p X .
By enlarging k if necessary, we may assume that if C ,, . . . , C are the1 n
airreducible codimension one components of Y y Y, and if p: Y ª Y is
y1 . y1 .the natural map, then p C , . . . , p C are the irreducible codimen-1 n
a asion one components of Y y Y .
a a a .  .  .  .  .  .Let d: Pic Y ª Pic Y , e: Pic Y ª Pic Y , f : Pic Y ª Pic Y , and
 .  a .h: Pic Y ª Pic Y be the canonical maps.
For any normal proper k-scheme V of finite type, the canonical map
 .  a.  w  .x .Pic V ª Pic V is injective. See Mi3, 6.2 . In particular, e is injec-
tive. Since
y1 y1p C , . . . , p C .  .1 n
 . w x w x  .generate Ker d , it follows that C , . . . , C generate Ker de . Since f is1 n
surjective, it follows that h is injective.
A slight modification of the argument above shows that the canonical
 .  a .map h : Pic Y ª Pic Y is injective for every algebraic extension Lrk.L L
Let L be a line bundle on X that becomes trivial on X a. Since h isL L
injective, L becomes trivial on pullback to Y . Let r : X a ª X be theL L
  a..canonical map. Then the restriction of L to X y r Sing X is trivial.L
 .By 2.7 , L is trivial. This completes the proof when X is geometrically
normal.
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Step 2. The case of a geometrically reduced scheme. If X is geometrically
reduced we may assume, by enlarging k if need be, that the normalization
X is geometrically normal. Let p : X ª X be the canonical map. Letnor nor
w xI s O : p#O be the conductor of X into X. This is a coherentX X nornor
 .sheaf of ideals in O . Let XrI denote Spec O rI , and let X rIX X nor
 .denote XrI = X . By further enlarging k, we may assume that theX nor
a  .a apullback of I to X is the conductor of X into X . Enlarging k stillnor
further, we may assume that X , XrI, and X rI are all geometricallynor nor
stable.
 .Let F and F be the abelian group -valued k-functors defined by1 2
G X * G X rI * .  . .  .nor norB B
F B s and F B s . .  .1 2G X * G XrI * .  . .BB
 . ::Let G s F rF , the quotient in abelian group -valued k-functors . We2 1
have a commutative diagram
0 0
x x
0 ª F L ª F L ª G L ª 0 .  .  .1 2
x x x
a a a0 ª F L ª F L ª G L ª 0 .  .  .1 2
x x x
a a a a a a0 ª F L m L ª F L m L ª G L m L ª 0 .  .  .1 L 2 L L
w  .xwith exact rows. Now we use J2, 4.5 :
THEOREM. Let S and T be geometrically stable k-schemes, and let f : S ª
 .T be a dominant morphism of k-schemes. Let Q be the abelian group -¨alued
 .  .  .k-functor gi¨ en by Q A s G S *rG T *. Let p: B ª C be a faithfully flatA A
homomorphism of reduced k-algebras. Then the sequence
0 ª Q B ª Q C ª Q C m C .  .  .B
is exact.
This implies that the first two columns are exact. It follows that the
 .  a .canonical map G L ª G L is injective.
We need a scheme-theoretic version of Milnor's Mayer]Vietoris se-
w  .x w  . .xquence Bas1, Chap. IX, 5.3 , which may be found in We, 7.8 i , and
which implies that there is an exact sequence
0 ª F L ª F L ª Pic X ª Pic X = Pic XrI e .  .  .  .  .  . . . L1 2 L nor L
for each algebraic extension Lrk. By the induction hypothesis announced
 . .near the beginning of the proof, we may assume that Pic XrI ªL
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 .a.  . .  .a.Pic XrI is injective. Also, by Step 1, Pic X ª Pic X isnor L nor
 .  a .  .injective. Since G L ª G L is injective, it follows that Pic X ªL
 a .Pic X is injective. Thus the theorem is true for geometrically reduced
schemes.
Step 3. Deal with the nonreduced case. This step may of course be
w  . .xignored if X is affine. Otherwise, we use the following result J2, 5.2 a :
THEOREM. Let k be a field and X a geometrically stable k-scheme. Let
 .i: X ª X be a nilimmersion. For any k-algebra A, let k A be the kernel of0
 .  .the natural map Pic X = A ª Pic X = A . Let A ª B be a faithfullyk 0 k
 .flat homomorphism of reduced k-algebras. Then the induced map k A ª
 .k B is injecti¨ e.
 .To complete the proof of 5.2 , we may assume, by enlarging k if need
be, that X is geometrically stable and that k is big enough that the
 .conclusion is valid for the geometrically reduced scheme X . We havered
the following commutative diagram, for any algebraic extension Lrk:
a
Pic X ª Pic X .  . .L red L
g x d x
b
a aPic X ª Pic X .  .red
 .  a. w  . .xTaking A ª B s L ª k in J2, 5.2 a , cited above, we see that g is
 .one-to-one on Ker a . Since d is injective, so is g .
Remark 5.3. Let F be a finite field of characteristic different from 5
and containing a primitive fifth root of unity z . Let Y ; P3 be the FermatF
quintic given by the equation
x 5 q y5 q z 5 q t 5 s 0.
 .Then the group of fifth roots of unity acts on Y by sending x, y, z, t to
 2 3 .x, z y, z z, z t . This action has no fixed points, and the quotient X is a
smooth projective surface which is called the Godeaux surface. For any
2 . w xfinite extension ErF, CH X s Zr5Z KS1, Proposition 9 . On theE tors
2 . . w xother hand, over an algebraic closure F, we have CH X s 0 Mi2 .F tors
Thus for each E there exists a finite extension H over which the Zr5Z
dies, but a new one comes to take its place. Now for any smooth surface
w  .x  .over a field, the natural map Gr K X ª CH* X is an isomorphism0
between the Grothendieck ring and the Chow ring. Hence we produce an
 .element of K X with similar properties. Thus the theorem does not hold0
with K in place of Pic.0
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COROLLARY 5.4. Let k be a field; assume that resolutions of singularities
exist for ¨arieties o¨er ka. Let X be a k-scheme of finite type. Then the kernel
 .  a .of the map Pic X ª Pic X is a bounded torsion group.
 .  .Proof. One can details omitted use 3.10 to reduce to the case where
a q  .  .  .X is separated. Let K s k . Let k be as in 5.2 . Then Pic X ª Pic XK
 .  .  .qand Pic X ª Pic X have the same kernel. By 2.1 the kernel hask
qw xexponent dividing k : k .
6. FINITELY GENERATED FIELDS
We say a field k is absolutely finitely generated if it is finitely generated
over its prime subfield. In this section we will study the structure of
 .Pic X , where X is a scheme of finite type over an absolutely finitely
generated field. We begin with a result that is presumably well known, but
for which we have found no reference.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let X be a normal scheme of finite type o¨er Z or o¨er
 .an absolutely finitely generated field k. Then Pic X is finitely generated.
w x w  .xProof. A theorem due to Roquette Ro , L, Chap. 2, 7.6 handles the
case of schemes of finite type over Z. Suppose now that X is of finite type
 .  .over the absolutely finitely generated field k. By 2.7 the map Pic X ª
  ..Pic X y Sing X is injective. Therefore we may assume that X is regular.
There exists a finitely generated Z-algebra A ; k and an A-scheme X of0
finite type such that X ( X = k. We have X ; X . Since X is regular,0 A 0
O is regular for every x g X. Since X is excellent, its regular locus isX , x 00
open, so there exists an open subscheme of X which is regular and0
contains X. By replacing X by this subscheme, we may assume that X is0 0
 .  .regular. The map on divisor class groups Cl X ª Cl X is certainly0
 .surjective, and since both X and X are regular, the map Pic X ª0 0
 .  . Pic X is surjective. Since Pic X is finitely generated by Roquette's0
.  .theorem , so is Pic X .
The following examples show, in contrast, that the torsion subgroup of
 .Pic X need not be finite if X is not normal.
w y1 x  .2EXAMPLE 6.2. Let B s Q x, x , and put A s Q q x y 1 B. Then
A is a one-dimensional domain, finitely generated as a Q-algebra, and
 .  .Pic A ( QrZ. In particular, Pic A is an unbounded torsion group.
 .2Proof. We note that I [ x y 1 B is the conductor of B into A.
wTherefore by Milnor's Mayer]Vietoris exact sequence Bas1, Chap. IX,
 .x w  . x  .5.3 or see e , above for the scheme-theoretic version , we have Pic A
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 .  . .  .( BrI *r ArI *U , where U is the image of B* in BrI *. But
 .  .  .ArI * s Q*, so Pic A ( BrI *rU. Now
B* s sx j : s g Q*, j g Z ( Q* [ Z, 4
 .   . 4and BrI * ( Q* [ W, where W s 1 q s x y 1 : s g Q ( Q. By keep-
 .ing track of these identifications, one easily gets Pic A ( QrZ.
By a slight modification we get an example of finite type over Z:
w y1 xEXAMPLE 6.3. Fix a positive integer m, put B s Z x, x , 1rm , and
w x  .2let A s Z 1rm q x y 1 B. Then A is a two-dimensional domain finitely
 . `generated as a Z-algebra, and Pic A ( [ Z .pp < m
The pathology in the examples above stems from the fact that BrI is
not reduced.
w .  .xBefore stating our main finiteness theorems 6.5 and 6.6 we record
w  .xthe following result from CGW, 7.4 :
THEOREM 6.4. Let k be an absolutely finitely generated field and let L be
a finite-dimensional reduced k-algebra. Let E and E be intermediate subal-1 2
gebras of Lrk.
 . U U1 If k has positi¨ e characteristic p, then L*rE E is a direct sum of1 2
a countably generated free abelian group, a finite group, and a bounded
p-group.
 . U U2 If Lrk is separable, then L*rE E is a direct sum of a countably1 2
generated free abelian group and a finite group.
THEOREM 6.5. Let k be a field finitely generated o¨er Q and let X be a
 .reduced k-scheme of finite type which is seminormal and S . Then Pic X is2
isomorphic to the direct sum of a free abelian group and a finite abelian group.
 .Proof. Let I be the conductor of X into X see Section 5, Step 2 .nor
 .  .Let XrI [ Spec O rI and X rI [ XrI = X denote the cor-X nor X nor
w  .xresponding closed subschemes. Since X is seminormal, it follows T, 1.3
that XrI is reduced. Let Q be the non-normal locus of XrI, which has
 .  .  .codimension G2 in X. By 2.7 , the canonical map Pic X ª Pic X y Q
is injective. Therefore we may replace X by X y Q and start the proof
over, with the added assumption that XrI is normal.
 .  .  .Let D be the kernel of the map f: Pic X ª Pic XrI = Pic X . Bynor
 .6.1 , the target of this morphism is finitely generated. Let L be the
 .integral closure of k in G X rI , E the integral closure of k innor 1
 .  .G XrI , and E the image in L of the integral closure of k in G X .2 nor
 .  .Using 1.6 and the exact sequence e with L s k, we see that there is an
exact sequence
finitely generated ª L*rEUEU ª D ª finitely generated.1 2
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 . . U U  .By 6.4 2 , L*rE E is free [ finite. It follows that D and thence Pic X1 2
is free [ finite.
THEOREM 6.6. Let k be an absolutely finitely generated field of positi¨ e
 .characteristic p, and let X be a k-scheme of finite type. Then Pic X has the
form
countably generated free abelian group .
[ bounded p-group [ finite group . .  .
Proof. Let C be the class of abelian groups having the form ascribed to
 .Pic X in the theorem. We leave to the reader to verify that C is closed
under formation of subgroups and extensions.
 .  .Induct on dim X ; the case where dim X s 0 is trivial. We will reduce
 .to the case where X is reduced. For this, it is enough to show ) that if
 .  .J ; O is a square-zero ideal, X s Spec O rJ , and Pic X g C , thenX 0 X 0
 .Pic X g C. The standard exact sequence of sheaves on X,
a¬1qa U0 ª J ª O ª O rJ ª 1, .X X
yields on taking cohomology an exact sequence
H 1 X , J ª H 1 X , OU ª H 1 X , O rJ * , .  .  . .X X
 . 1 .from which ) follows, since H X, J is an F -vector space. Thereforep
we may assume that X is reduced.
 . Let I, D, f, etc., be as in the proof of 6.5 . Here we do not know that
.  .XrI is normal. By induction and 6.1 , the target of f is in C , and
 .therefore Im f is also. Since C is closed under extensions, it suffices to
 .  . .show that D g C. Arguing as in the proof of 6.5 , with 6.4 2 replaced
 . .by 6.4 1 , we see that this is the case.
w  .x  .Remark 6.7. For k s F , it was shown in J1, 10.11 that Pic X hasp
the form
`
F [ finitely generated abelian group , .[ /ns1
where F is a finite p-group.
 .7. COMPLEMENTS ON K X0
In this section, which is mostly expository, we consider some analogs for
higher rank vector bundles of results which are known to hold for the
Picard group.
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First, one might ask, For which faithfully flat proper morphisms f : Y ª X
of noetherian schemes is it the case that the map
 4iso. classes of vector bundles on X
 4ª iso. classes of vector bundles on Y
 .is finite-to-one? This does not seem very promising, as 1.11 gives a simple
w x  2 2 2 .counterexample with X s Spec R x, y, z r x q y q z y 1 , Y s X .C
To obtain plausible statements, we need to replace the set of isomor-
 .phism classes of vector bundles on X by the Grothendieck group K X0
of vector bundles on X. Then at least we have:
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let X be a noetherian scheme. Assume that X has
finite Krull dimension and that it is quasi-projecti¨ e o¨er some noetherian ring.
w  .xLet f : Y ª X be a finite, flat, surjecti¨ e morphism. Then Ker K f is0
torsion of bounded exponent.
Proof. We may assume that X is connected. Grothendieck invented a
ring filtration
K X s F 0K X > F 1K X > ??? , .  .  .0 0 0
 w x w x .called the l-filtration. See Man1, 8.3 , FL, Chaps. III, V . This filtration
1  . w  . x  .has the property that F K X s Ker rank: K X ª Z . Let d s dim X .0 0
dq1  . w xThen F K X s 0 FL, Chap. V, 3.10 . Hence for any rank r vector0
w x dq1w x  .  w x .bundle E on X, E divides r O in K X . Cf. Bas1, p. 476, 4.5 .X 0
w  .x w x w xLet u g Ker K f , and write u s F y F , where F , F are vector0 1 2 1 2
w x w x  .bundles on X. Then f *F s f *F in K Y . Such an equality may be1 2 0
exhibited by writing down some short exact sequences involving f *F ,1
f *F , and other vector bundles on Y. Since f is finite and flat, f# carries2
exact sequences of vector bundles on Y to exact sequences of vector
w x w x  .bundles on X. From this one deduces that f# f *F s f# f *F in K X .1 2 0
 . w x wLet E s f# O . Then f# f *F s F m E and so we have F m E s FY i i 1 2
dq1xm E . Hence from the first paragraph we deduce that r u s 0.
Now it is conceivable that under suitably restrictive assumptions, Theo-
w  .x w  .xrem 1.8 holds with Ker Pic f replaced by Ker K f . As Example 7.30
 .shows, this cannot be true in general and moreover 2.4 does not hold
with the same modification.
Before giving the example, let us recall some basic facts about the
 .cohomological Brauer group of a variety. For references, see the papers
w xof Grothendieck G2 .
 . 2 .For X a scheme, we set Br X s H X, G . If X is smooth over am
field or affine, then this group classifies similarity classes of sheaves of
Azumaya algebras over X. This interpretation will not be needed below.
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From now on, let X be smooth, projective, and geometrically connected
 .over a field k, let k be a separable closure of k, G s Gal krk , and
X s X = k. The Hochschild]Serre spectral sequencek
p q pqqH G, H X , G « H X , G . . .m m
gives a long exact sequence
f
2 2 2. . . ª H G, k* ª Ker H X , G ª H X , G .  .  .m m
g
1 1 3 3ª H G, H X , G ª H G, k* ª H X , G ª . . . . .  . . .m m
If X has a k-rational point, then the maps f and g are injective. In our
2 1 .example below, X will be birational to P . In this case, H X, G sk m
 .  .Pic X is a finitely generated free Z-module, and Br X s 0. Assuming
that X has a k-rational point, we can then simplify the exact sequence
above to an isomorphism
1Br X rBr k ª H G, Pic X . .  .  . .
 .Since Pic X is finitely generated and free over Z, the group on the
right is finite, as follows easily from the inflation]restriction sequence for
 .a normal subgroup of G which acts trivially on Pic X .
For X smooth, projective, and geometrically connected over a field k,
 .let CH X be the group of 0-cycles modulo rational equivalence and0
 .  .A X be the subgroup of CH X consisting of cycles of degree 0. We0 0
define a pairing
 :, : CH X = Br X ª Br k .  .  .0
as follows. Take a 0-cycle z s m n x , where each x is a closed point ofis1 i i i
 .  .X with residue field k x . Given a g Br X , we can pull it back to ani
  ..element a of Br k x for each i. Definex ii
m
 :z , a s n cor a , . i x xi i
is1
  ..  .where cor denotes the corestriction map Br k x ª Br k . This pairingx ii
factors through rational equivalence and so gives a well-defined pairing.
The following theorem and example are due to P. Salberger unpub-
.lished .
THEOREM 7.2. Let X be a smooth, projecti¨ e, geometrically connected
¨ariety o¨er a field k. Assume that X has a k-rational point and that
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 .  .Br X rBr k / 0. Let L be the function field of X. Then the natural map
 .  .A X ª A X is injecti¨ e with nonzero cokernel.0 0 L
 .Proof. For the injectivity, let CH X = UrU denote the group of0
relative zero cycles of X = U; this is the group of cycles of X = U which
are flat over U and of relative dimension zero. Let P be a k-rational point
of X and U any nonempty open subset of X. There exists a zero cycle
g s m n x of degree 1 supported on U which is rationally equivalent tois1 i i
 . w x.P Chow's moving lemma F . Consider the map
d : CH X = UrU ª CH X .  .0 0
defined by
m
d c s n cor c l X = k x , .  . . i k x .r k ii
is1
  ..  .where cor : CH X = k x ª CH X denotes the corestrictionk x .r k 0 i 0i
 .norm map on cycles.
 .  .The composite of d with the natural map CH X ª CH X = UrU0 0
is multiplication by the degree of g , hence is the identity. This shows that
the natural map
CH X ª CH X = UrU .  .0 0
is injective. Taking the limit over all open U in X gives the injectivity of
 .  .the map CH X ª CH X . To see nontriviality of the cokernel of this0 0 L
map, let x be a fixed k-rational point of X, and let h s Spec L, which we0
view as being a rational point of X . Consider the cycle j s h y x gL 0
 .A X . We claim that it is not rationally equivalent to any element of0 L
 .  .  .A X . Suppose it were. Let a be an element of Br X , a f Br k . Then0
under the pairing
 :, : A X = Br X ª Br L , .  .  .0 L L
 :  .  :the image of j , a would lie in Br k . But j , a is the restriction of a
 .to L minus the pullback of a to x , and this is not in Br k , by0
assumption.
EXAMPLE 7.3. Let k be any field and a g k not a square. Let X be a
smooth projective model of the affine surface over k given by the equation
y2 y az2 s x y e x y e x y e , .  .  .1 2 3
where e , e , e are distinct elements of k. Assume that X has a k-rational1 2 3
2point. Let M be any field containing k. Then X is birational to P ,M  a . M  a .’ ’
 .  .and hence A X s 0. This shows that A X is killed by 2. Let0 M  a . 0 M’
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M s L, the function field of X, and for i ) 1, let M be the function field1 i
` w x w xof X . Put M s D M . By CS, IV or Man2, Chap. VI, Sect. 45.9.3 ,M is1 iiy1
 .  .  .2we have Br X rBr k s Zr2Z , and this holds over any field in which a
is not a square. Since M is a union of regular extensions of k, a is not a
 .square in M. By the theorem, we see that the group A X is infinite.0 M
 .  .Since X is of dimension 2, the natural map CH X ª K X is injective,0 0
 .and so this gives an example of infinite 2-torsion in K X . To obtain an0 M
example of this phenomenon for affine varieties, take X above and
consider its intersection Z with a hyperplane which is tangent to X at a
rational point. Then U s X y Z is affine, and there is an exact sequence
. . . ª CH Z ª CH X ª CH U ª 0. .  .  .0 0 0
 .Now Z is a rational curve, so CH Z will be finitely generated of rank0
 .1. This shows that CH U has infinite 2-torsion. It also shows that0
1  ..  .H G, GL A m k is infinite for any n G 2, where U s Spec A . Thisn k
completes the example.
Let k be a field, and let X be a k-scheme of finite type. For the
 .remainder of this section, we consider the analog for K X of the0
 .absolute finiteness results for Pic X proved in Sections 2 and 6. Consider
the following table:
k absolutely k absolutely
finitely finitely
k algebraically generated generated
closed of char p ) 0 k finite of char 0
1 3 4finite n-torsion finite torsion finitely" " "
nX for all n mod p -torsion, generated
arbitrary invertible in k for some n mod
np -torsion
for some n
2X finite n-torsion"
5regular for all n finitely generated"
 .If we view this as a collection of statements about Pic X , then all five
statements are true,5 as we have seen in the preceding sections. From now
 .on, regard the table as a table of fi¨ e conjectures about K X . The number-0
ing of these conjectures is not related to the numbering of results in the
Introduction.
It would be surprising if all five of these conjectures held. There is no
field over which any of them are known to hold, even if one restricts
5 2For statement , we have used resolution of singularities."
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5attention to smooth projective or smooth affine schemes X. Conjecture "
w xwould follow from a conjecture of Bass Bas2, Sect. 9.1 to the effect that
 .K X is finitely generated for all i G 0 and all regular schemes X whichi
are of finite type over Z.
If X is smooth of dimension n, then the operation of taking Chern
w  .x  .classes defines a homomorphism of graded rings Gr K X ª CH* X ,0
w  . x  wwhich becomes an isomorphism after tensoring by Z 1r n y 1 ! . See F,
 .x .  .15.3.6 . It follows that for almost any question about K X , there is a0
q .parallel question about the groups CH X , q s 1, . . . , n. Note that when
1 .  .q s 1, CH X s Pic X .
For the remainder of this section, suppose that X is smooth, projective,
and of dimension n; we give a partial discussion of results and conjectures
q .about CH X , for q G 2.
First, suppose that k is algebraically closed. Some things are known
 4  . 2 .when q g 2, n : i The group CH X is finite if m is invertible in km
w  .x  . n .Ra, 3.1 ; ii the group CH X is finite for every m. This follows fromm
 w  .x . 2Roitman's theorem See, e.g., Ra, 3.2 . Hence holds for smooth"
projective surfaces.
Now suppose that k is a number field. Bloch has conjectured that
q .CH X is finitely generated for all q. All results in this direction assume
2 .at least that H X, O s 0. With this hypothesis, it has been shown thatX
2 . w x w xthe torsion subgroup of CH X is finite Sal , CR . Moreover, if X is a
w x w x 2 .surface which is not of general type, it is known Sal , CR that CH X is
5finitely generated. Hence conjecture holds for a smooth projective"
surface over a number field which is not of general type.
Finally, suppose that k is a finite field. Again, it is conjectured that
q . n .CH X is finitely generated for all q. What is known is that CH X is
  .finitely generated in fact CH X is finitely generated for any scheme X0
w x. 2 .of finite type over Z KS2 , and that the torsion subgroup of CH X is
w x w  .x 5finite CSS ; cf. CR, 3.7 . The first assertion implies that conjecture "
holds for any smooth projective surface over a finite field.
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